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AREVA NP

The AVARIS 
history

In October 2009, Isar 2 asked AREVA to
develop a new technology for in-situ repairs
on sealing seats of gate valves

During the first AVARIS intervention in Isar 2 
in 2010 two gate valves DN 500 (feed water
system) and DN 700 (condensate system) 
were successfully refurbished

After this intervention other follow-up projects
were carried out in German, French and
Swedish NPPs

Various interventions are planned in French, 
Swedish, and German NPPs for the following
years

All the plants where AVARIS was
implemented asked for follow-up 
AVARIS interventions
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AREVA NP

Damage and wear indications
at seal seats of vales in operation

Rework is required
to ensure proper operation!

Body seal seats

► After various cycles in operation you
recognize indications on the valve seats

► Valves showing indications on the
sealing faces may not assure their
sealing function anymore

Scoring due to insufficient    
hardness or a thinned 
hardfacing

Breakout or 
wear-through 
of hardfacing

Cracking due to stress and strain
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AREVA NP

Concept of in -situ welding
and turning machine

Main principles

“Customized” developments for 
mechanizing and restauration of the 
seats

Gate and check valves

Expertise for the intervention on-site
and back office support

Large experience in development 
and application of mobile machinery

Patent pending on a worldwide level

Development for norms ASME and 
RCCM in progress

Assessment of valves wear system
with material selection and changes
in design

Welding machine

� DN 200-800 mm

� SKWAM et al.

� Mechanized TIG (Tungsten 
Inert Gas)

� Mobile orbital welding 
machine

Turning machine
� DN 200-800 mm

� Stellite

� To cut off the old damaged 
hardfacing and finish 
turning
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AREVA NP

AVARIS processes
Evaluation of the valve

3D measurement to 
adapt machining 
sequence on 
geometrical deviations 
of valve bodies

Derive repair concept according to geometry “AS FOUND”
or to original geometry as manufactured

Disassembly

Evaluation

Turning

Welding

Finish turning

Penetration test

Grinding

Result

Reassembly
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AREVA NP

AVARIS processes
Turning of the residual hardfacing

Disassembly

Evaluation

Turning

Welding

Finish turning

Penetration test

Grinding

Result

Reassembly

Take off hardfacing material

The operator switches on the mobile turning device
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AREVA NP

AVARIS processes
TIG welding of new hardfacing

Disassembly

Evaluation

Turning

Welding

Finish turning

Penetration test

Grinding

Result

Reassembly
Orbital TIG welding

Result before final turning

Build up new hardfacing
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AREVA NP

AVARIS processes
Finish turning of seal seats

Disassembly

Evaluation

Turning

Welding

Finish turning

Penetration test

Grinding

Result

Reassembly

Leave seats within tolerances

Plane turning
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AREVA NP

Disassembly

Evaluation

Turning

Welding

Finish turning

Penetration test

Grinding

Result

Reassembly

AVARIS processes
Penetration test

Example of Penetration Test. 
Furthermore Ultrasonic tests and 
hardness measurements are realized.
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AREVA NP

Disassembly

Evaluation

Turning

Welding

Finish turning

Penetration test

Grinding

Result

Reassembly

AVARIS processes
Result of refurbishment

The seats are within the
dimensional and hardness
tolerances.

The repaired valves with AVARIS as in the
case of Isar 2 in 2010 did not show any
indications after one year in operation. 
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AREVA NP

AVARIS interventions short and a flexible way , ad-hoc interventions
are possible

By the AVARIS intervention you avoid complicated works such as

� Cutting of and welding pipe lines, such as compensations provoked by pipe
length compensations

� Structural analysis in case the spare valve body weighs more than the old one

� Licensing of a new support in case of increase in weight

� Transports of the valve body

� Change of actuators

� Changes of documentations

Advantages of AVARIS 
in comparison to conventional techniques

Considerable cost, risk
and time savings !
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AREVA NP

AVARIS
References

First application in Isar 2, Germany, in 2010

Applications in 2011

� Grafenrheinfeld, Germany

� Emsland, Germany

� Brokdorf, Germany

� Fessenheim, France � Customer EdF nominated
AVARIS for the award “Technical Innovation 2011”

Planned applications in 2012

� Forsmark 3 (primary circuit), Sweden

� Fessenheim, France

� Isar 2, Germany

� Brokdorf, Germany

� Tricastin (primary circuit), France 

� among others...

Significant
deformation on seat

Valve before AVARIS 
intervention

Valve in Fessenheim
after AVARIS

Original condition
and dimensions
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AREVA NP

Actual AVARIS 
development

One more step to complete the AVARIS “family”
� Increase the capability for valve repairs of high pressure ( DN 65 –

800mm) in primary circuits
� Repair gate and check valves with seat ring designs
� The AVARIS family will be capable for whatever mobile repa ir on gate

and check valves

International reference projects in 2012

Advantages
� Development based on an approved and safe technology
� Capability for improving and/or modification of the hardfa cing

material according to specific system conditions
� Minimization of dose exposure (ALARA)
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AREVA NP

Status of AVARIS process
in Kozloduy NPP 5+6

DN32 and DN125 check valves, primary circuit

Performance of 3D-measurement 
and visual inspection in May 2012 in Unit 5

Development of report with feasibility evaluation 
for in-situ-refurbishment solution

Disassembly

Evaluation

Turning

Welding

Finish turning

Penetration test

Grinding

Result

Reassembly

Next step: Development of specific repair concept 
as adapted solution for valves refurbishment in Koz loduy

sealing surface spindle
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AREVA NP

Any reproduction, alteration or transmission of this document or its 
content to any third party or its publication, in whole or in part, are 
specifically prohibited, unless AREVA NP has provided its prior 
written consent.

This document and any information it contains shall not be used for 
any other purpose than the one for which they were provided.

Legal action may be taken against any infringer and/or any person 
breaching the aforementioned obligations.
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Christophe Schultz

Project Manager
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